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What is relativity?
from Galileo Galilei to Albert Einstein and beyond

Toshi Tajima
Department of Physics, University of Munich and

Max Planck Institute for Quantum Optics
Garching, Germany D-85748

Galileo Galilei showed that the Earth moves relative to the Sun. Einstein showed that everything 
moves relative to light. In the current ‘relativity’ light takes the absolute place in spacetime. No 
matter how fast stars move, they are only relative to light. Light always, it is said, moves at the 
speed of light that is absolute constant by definition, according to Einstein. This view revolutionized 
the notion we believed for several hundred years since Galilei. Into the new Century, new 
challenges may be waiting us. We see the minute distribution of the ‘cosmic microwave 
background’ light wave remnant from the Big Bang radiation, which seems to show a definite 
preference to a particular frame rather than no preference to any inertial frame. Cosmos may be 
even accelerating as spacetime goes on. Now, thanks to the advent of intense lasers, we begin to 
feel that vacuum, the nothingness and the absolute frame from which light is declared to be 
absolute, might be a just a texture and a ‘material’ that exhibits some property as if it is matter…. 
We would like to explore the current and future prospect of what intense lasers can bring in 
exploring what vacuum is and what relativity means. For example, is the speed of light constant?  
Does it slow down if and when light is very very intense? What is vacuum that supports absolute 
light? Is Einstein’s relativity an absolute truth? What is the connection between special theory of 
relativity and general theory of relativity? In this Century, like in the past Century, can we see some 
peek into a newer vision or revision of the orthodoxy view of relativity that has been established 
since Galilei and over Einstein? 



Galileo Galilei
(1564-1642)



The most famous site for experimental science, 
the birth place of (empirical) physics (as distinct from
Aristotlean metaphysics):   Pisa

(This morning I paid a tribute to the revered Pisa tower, which was glistening in 
the morgenshein with its intimidating tilt where I could almost hear the whirling 
clamor of people watching Galilei dropping balls 400 years ago .)
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Challenges

compact, ultrastrong a atto-, zeptosecond

Frontier science driven by advanced accelerator

Can we meet the challenge?
How can we meet it ?

(Suzuki,KEK,2007)
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Lasers

(Tajima,Mourou,2002)



High Peak Power Laser
• 100TW/10Hz system is on a commercial base.
• 1PW with a low rep. rate system is also on a 

commercial base.
• 1PW/10Hz system could be possible with 

improving 100TW/10Hz system.
A larger aperture ceramic YAG could be used for 

pumping the final Ti:S amplifier.
• A large aperture deformable can be used for tight 

focusing.
10^22 W/cm^2 has been already 

achieved.
now ELI ----- and other systems



Ultra-high field workshop
Paris 07. 07. 08ELI ,

ELI laser (artist’s rendition)



What is collective force

Individual particle dynamics vs.  Coherent movement

Collective acceleration (Veksler,1956; Tajima & Dawson,1979)
Collective radiation (N2 radiation)

Collective ionization (N2 ionization)
Collective deceleration (Tajima & Chao,2007; Kando et al,2008)

How can a Pyramid have been built?
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Kelvin’s Ship Wake
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N. H. Matlis et al, Nature Phys. (2006)
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Laser-driven Bow and Wake

Bow Wave

M87

Wake Wave
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Even 1PeV electrons (and gammas) are possible, albeit with lesser amount
exploration of new physics such as the reach of relativity and beyond?

(laser energy of 50kJ, plasma density of 1016/cc)

Meeting Suzuki’s Challenge:
Laser acceleration toward ultrahigh energies

(when 1D theory applies)



Quantum Gravity: 
“Why is the sky blue?”

(for high energy gamma rays)

• Amelino-Camelia et al., Nature (1998)
high energy has dispersion:

= kc + (extra mass-like term?)
• May be regarded as scattering off quantum 

fluctuations of vacuum (gravitational origin).  
• Other proposals, such as H. Sato (1972); Coleman-

Glashow(1997), ….
breakdown of Lorentz invariance?

Non-luminosity paradigm possible (though in very high 
energies)?



Observation of positron excess from high energy gamma rays 
(PAMELA observation)

O. Adriani, et al. (2008)
(Pamela collaboration):

“Observation of an anomalous
positron abundance in the
cosmic radiation”

P
ositron fraction

Sky seems bluer than
we expected in TeV range.
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One way Preparing for the Future  
following Galilei’s adventure

• Laser acceleration (and intense laser irradiation in ‘vacuum’): 
revolutionary step, 3-4 orders of magnitude leap in size and accuracy

• Collider paradigm (smaller and cheaper collider?)
quantum mechanics E t~ 

• Non-collider approaches
relativity: the higher the energy, the pronounced the effect

horizon ~ 1/ a (extradimensions?)
a = g ?
Unruh-Hawking radiation?
special theory (no preferred frame?) vs Big Bang
coherence and macroscopic field effects---temporal   

domain
extreme field physics (merger of research on special and general    

theories of  relativity)
property of vacuum ( QED, QCD(axion), dark energy,…)



From an ELI Workshop Talk (Gies, 2008)



What is vacuum? 
What is relativity?

An observer in a crystal as vacuum Phonon is an excitation of vacuum Strong field breaks vacuum

‘ “color (phenomena)” = vacuum’ ‘vacuum = “color (matter)” ’

‘(true) vacuum’
Photon is a distortion of vacuum e+e- pair production 

out of vacuum

Wiltanschauung of Buddhist



Dispersion relation of = kc deviates from a line to yield less than c 
slope at high momentum region (called the edge of the  Brillouin zone 
in a crystal).   At the edge of the Brillouin zone, the wavelength ~ 
atomic distance. 

Waves slower than c 

speed c (cs)



original colors are red and black)



Lucio Fontana (1961)
Space Concept M364



Check of Special and General Relativity

Check of Equivalence Principle
(General Relativity)

by neutron interferometry
under small mechanical a

How far have we checked, 
can we check how far?



More Check of 
Equivalence Principle 
(General Relativity)
using an atom



Fundamental Physics following (and beyond)Einstein
Laser x Accelerator, Laser x Laser

ELI’s special unique capacity beyond any other infrastructure
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4-wave mixing (Lundström et al 
(2006))

Electron-positron pair production 
in the laser interaction with the 
electron beam
e+ + n , +n ' e+ + e-

(Bula et al (1996); Burke et al 
(1997))

Some on Horizon of High Field Science

Higher harmonic generation 
through quantum vacuum interaction
(Fedotov & Narozhny (2006)) 

Unruh radiation (Chen&Tajima (1999))

a
Larmor 
Radiation

E

Unruh 
Radiation

E



Hawking radiation

What is ‘vacuum’?  Does ‘something’ emerge from ‘nothing’?

vacuum = ‘matter‘ ? chaos  information ?



Explore relativity with strong fieldsExplore relativity with strong fields Unruh radiationUnruh radiation

R. Schuetzhold Phys.Rev.Lett.97:121302, 2006

Larmor scatteringUnruh radiation

Correlated
pair radiation

Inertial frame

Rindler frame Strong correlation between
absorption and emission
despite of causal disconnection

G. Unruh PRD 29 1047-1056, 1984

negative frequency
mode in Rinder 2

Observer
in RIndler 1

No correlated pair
in background process

eVTk
mVEcmWI

B 06.0
]/[10]/[10 12217

~10eV (blue shift in lab. frame)

e- e-

(Chen, Tajima,1999)



Event Horizon Analog?,…..

T.Philbin et al., Science 319, 1367 (2008)



Superstrong acceleration a
= superstrong gravity g

The horizon approaches from    
infinity to a close vicinity:

d = c2/a

Quantum gravity extra-
dimension leaks out?    
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The driver and source must carry 10 kJ and 30 J, respectively 
(Parameters on the order of ELI and HiPER Lasers)

Reflected intensity can approach the Schwinger limit

It becomes possible to investigate such the fundamental problems of nowadays physics, as e.g. 
the electron-positron pair creation in vacuum and the photon-photon scattering

Schwinger Field to Break Vacuum 
by Intense Laser
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Euler-Heisenberg effective action in constant Abelian field U(1) can be expressed as

If U(1) U(1) + condensed SU(3) due to self-interacting attractive force of gluons

Focus on only light-light scattering amplitude after the substitution

Check of Euler-Heisenberg yet to come.   Any deviation from it?   
axion field?; extended fields( such as dark energy, Tajima-Niu, 1997, etc.)?
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Higher order QED and QCD hep-ph/9806389
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Homma proposes: experimental testHomma proposes: experimental test
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Detection of (light) fields-particles missed by 
collider possible?: exploring new fields such 

as axion……

A.Chou et al.,PRL (2008) observed no signal so far (Note:claim of axion by PVLAS was withdrawn) 

co
up

lin
g

mass



Experimentally available regimes of Experimentally available regimes of spacetimespacetime
as a function of energy and sizeas a function of energy and size
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Horizon (h~0.7, =1.0)

Rest proton
e+e- S=1TeV
if Re < 10-20 m

pp S=14TeV(LHC)
AuAu S=40TeV(RHIC)

PW EM field
~1 m T~500fs

Gamma ray burst
at 1010 LY

Anomalous dispersion relation due to quantum gravity effects?
Uncontrollable. Nature393(1998)763

Size is too small
No one argues

Size is still small and
phenomena are too dynamical.

Possible size to argue
macroscopic propagation.
Not dynamical and
controllable.

(K.Homma)



APJ, 464,L1(1996)
Bennet et al.

Cosmic Microwave Background
Radiation (CMBR) red- and
blue-shifted from our cluster
(the dipole shift = drift):
i.e. our Cluster is drifting
relative to the CMBR

Unique frame (CMBR frame)
in the cosmos?

Typical CMBR fluctuations showing the     
structure formation



Sato:
There may be a unique

frame of reference due to
the Big Bang. Theory of   
relativity may need to be   
modified

Einstein:
Relativity dictates no

preferred frame

Why is every frame 
‘relative’?

(special relativity’s cornerstone)



High energy cosmic gamma rays
may experience the texture of 
vacuum at high energy (or distance)

Possibility to change the Lorentz
transformation, with the speed of light 
c varying

A puzzle: in superhigh energy 
cosmic rays

‘Are there Super-GZK particels?’
‘If so, how?’ _________



Does photon’s dispersion relation
change from  = kc in high energies?

Does Lorentz transform change in high 
energies ?



Our ponderation on relativity
continues….

Physics Today (2004)
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Conclusions
• Galilei’s and Einstein’s relativity: one of two pillars of modern 

physics
• Advance of rapid progress in ultrafast ultrastrong lasers 

(particularly) ELI, poses special opportunities to extend the 
horizon of Galileo and Einstein.

• Laser acceleration toward GeV, TeV, PeV: new opportunities
• Revolutionary (not evolutionary) technology apt for 21st Century 

challenges, just like Galilei’s was in 17th

• Test Einstein’s relativity in more extreme limits. Does ‘relativity’
hold (Lorentz transform, Equivalence Principle,…)?

• Can we see vacuum structure and property with intense laser? 
Does strong field warp space? 

• Is ‘relative’ frame more relative than others? 
• Does the ‘Blue Sky’ appear also in vacuum with high energies?
• We learn a lot from Galilei 400 years later



2009: International Year of Astronomy
(400 year after Galilei’s invention of the Galilei telescope 

and discovery of the moons of Jupiter)

Grazie!




